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CHICAGO – The Hawks, losers of five of their past six games, try to get back on track tonight 

at the Bulls. 

Drew said the Hawks have lacked consistency during their recent slide. 

“The message is pretty much the same,” Drew said. “In looking back, like our last game against 

Washington, we haven’t been consistent in stretches. We do some things well and then we revert 

back. I think our guys are playing hard we just aren’t doing enough in stretches. We can’t have 

the letdowns that we’ve had. 

“I say play hard, but we’ve got to player harder. For us, the thing that I try to put a lot of 

emphasis on is being the aggressor early instead of waiting until we are down before we start 



trying to ramp it up. We have to be more proactive. There are times when we are not. We are on 

our heels and we don’t get our wakeup call until we are down. That has to change.” 

* The Hawks will keep the same lineup from the past two games (a win over the Jazz, a loss at 

the Wizards) with Jeff Teague, Devin Harris, Kyle Korver, Josh Smith and Al Horford. 

The Hawks defeated the Bulls 92-75 at Philips Arena on Dec. 22 in a game they held a 45-31 

rebound advantage. The Hawks also held Bulls leading scorer Luol Deng to just 11 points. 

“There will be some adjustments,” coach Larry Drew said about tonight’s game plan. “Going 

back and looking at the last time we played this team we did some really good things. Those 

things we did well we have to duplicate. There will still some things we didn’t do well.” 

* Anthony Morrow (back) did not take part in Monday’s shootaround and will not play. 

* The Hawks will have to come out with a physical presence against the Bulls, something that 

has been lacking at times this season. Drew has said his team has played “soft” several times this 

season. While he did not use that term again after the loss to the Wizards, he said it was an issue 

in that game. 

“From a physical standpoint, (Washington) just beat us up,” Drew said. “Their big guys were 

constantly making their catches in the paint. When they didn’t make the catch in the paint, they 

were able to crab-dribble to the basket, which is too easy. We had to improvise and come down 

on double-teams and it affects our rotations. That goes hand-in-hand with us having to defend as 

a team. Right now we are not a group that can shut people down individually. We rely on our 

team defense.” 

* Korver returns to Chicago for his first game after playing for the Bulls that past two seasons. 

“A lot of good memories here,” Korver said Monday morning. “As far as wins and losses and 

advancing in the playoffs, this was the best team I was ever on. There are just a lot of battles that 

you’ve had in this arena, on this floor. Those are things you won’t forget.” 

 


